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Special Co~lections
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Athletic Budget 11(/ay Strike Out BasebB/1
By Tim Gallagher
The fate of several minor spor·
ts will be considered at the
athletic council meeting today
and baseball . coach Bob Leigh
thinks his program might be on
the chopping block.
.
Leigh said he was t9ld by
Athletic Director Lavon Me- ·
Donald that there will be a·
$150,000 cut in the athletic
budget and the baseball program
is under consideration to be dropped.
.
McDonald said, ''We are
$150,000 short. The decision has
to be made. whether we'll cut
across the board or just cut.. out
one or two of the sports. The
decision will be ·made at the
Regents level, but offhand I'd say
it's better to be very competitive
at a few sports." · ·
An angry Leigh said, "I think
it's time for some of these administrators to "take off 'their
rose-colored glasses and get rid
of two-platoon football. If they
don't, then every program· will be
.hurt. I'm not against the football
program, but they (the athletic
department) hamstring my
program and then expect me to
go ~ut and beat those Arizona

Leigh said, "We play in the'
best conference in America and
now they want to pull ·u·s out.
From 1967 through
played .500 ball
·
and tlren they. ad
coaches .and ·Jive schobi[.ft§'Jiti'riis
They have 19 sc~olarships compared with our U. We have no}~ 1
had a scholarship· increase since
I've been here in 1968. We've had
some inflationary increas~s, but
since 1974, $6500 has been taken
away from the baseball program.
"Lavon McDonald told me that
we should never Jose to UTEP .
because we've got a better
program .than th~y do~ If. that
logic is true then we should never
beat Arizona State and Arjzona. I
don't buy that logic.
"Perhaps I made a mistake in
being honest with Mr. Davis, but
Bob Leigh.
he said that if the baseball
schools.''
program .can't compete then
maybe we should drop it," Leigh
The UNM basebaJl team com- said. "When was the last time our
petes in the southern district of football team beat Arizona State?
the WAC with perennial super- I <;Ion't mean this as a knock to
powers Arizona and Arizona football, but the prograrps are
State. Arizona State defeated the funded equally. This year they
then world champion Oakland give me. 100 per cent more duties
Athletics twice in a two game and I'm supposed to come up
with the best WAC record ever."
series in 1975.

Thursday, March 25,1976

Lavon McDonald
Leigh was made equipment
manager this year in addition to
his head coaching duties.
President William Davis said,
"We are under a mandate to expand our women's programs un~
der Title IX regulations.
Something has got to give. We
have a lot of cost increases and
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Depression Sparks Attempts
•
By Gary Brown
The phone rings at three in the
morning. You wake up grumbling, roll over and answer the
call. On the line is a friend who is
obviously upset. He tells you he
is going to commit suicide. What
do you· do .or say? How do you
act?
Recent estimates rate suicide
second as a cause of death of 15to-24-year·olds. U.S. statistics
show suicides dol)bled homicides
over the last decade. Also,
women attempt this form of
death three times more than
men, but men are three times
more successful when they do at-.·
tempt it.
Suicide attempts come about in
several ways. The general cause
is extreme depression or stress.
Feelings
of
helplessness, ·
hopelessness, or loneliness are
common to the victim in a suicide
crisis. These are sometimes
aggravated by rejection, failure,
Joss of an important person in the
Jife of the potential victim, or
disappointment. Mental health
experts say the notion that most
student suicides are sparked by
failure in school is fa1se. The eon·
sensus .of experts say. suicide
generally stems from a lack of ·
relations with someone a victim
admires or trusts.
.
There are four basic types of
suicidal crises. The first is an im~
pulsiv·e reaction to frustration or
anger. . This crisis may end
quickly if it "blows over." Second
is deep depression which gives
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the potential victim the feeling
that living is useless. A third
type is an escape from physical
illness-suicidal death to end the
suffering. Last is the suicidal
threat used as a signal. This
signa1 is generaUy aimed at a
loved one·. It is as much a cry for
help as it is a threat.
What can you do? How should
you act if you become involved in
a. suicide crisis?
There are some guidelines.
Always take the threat seriously
and be willing to liste~. Be firm,
show interest and convince the
victim you wiJI do everything you
can to help keep him alive. The
big taboo in this situation is
arguing with the person. It
generally makes everything
seem worse to the potential victim.
~
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IRS Says Montoya
Is Under Scrutiny;
Senator-Denies "Audit
"'

Suicide High

we just have to look at our own
resources."
Title IX is a regulation that
forces colleges to provide equal
opportunities for men and
women in athletics.
. Robert Jesperson of the
athletic council said, "X haven't
heard a Jot about it yet. I imagine
Mr. McDonald will brief us about
it ·at the meeting. I am strongly
opposed to dropping minor spor·
ts. I would support a cut from
football. We are not in the
business of providing entertainment for the people of the
town. I think people who want to
swim or play tennis have just as
much right to compete."
Several of the baseball players
were disgusted bY. the news. "I
think it su'cks," said Scott Miltenberger. "If th-ere is ever going to
be a national champion at this
school I think the baseball team
has the best chance of doing it.
There are a lot of players in the
mid-west and in California that
would love to come to New
Mexico. They like the weather
here and know it's a good place to
play. But we can't get all those
guys here bec·ause we don't have

The suicide problem is serious
everywhere. UNM's counselling
center, Agora, handled 194 cases
last year, 75 of which were
threats from stud.ents. An Agora
volunteer, who gives only the
name Molly while at the center,
spoke of ways in which. cases are
handled. She said there are
several variables in each case but
some callers are given referrals
for professional consultation.
Another method, although it is
not the normal situation, is to
send a team of volunteers to the
caller's location to talk.
"For ·any one person having
the problem it is certainly
serious," she said. "lt's not really
common. We don't have a suicide
every night," but, "yes, I'd have·
to say it's serious her~,:'. ~~ef..said~
I'.~
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. WASHINGTON"~Internal Revenue Service URS) sources said
Wednesday the service is auditing the income tax returns of Sen.
Joseph Montoya, D-N.M., head of a subcommittee that reviews the
IRS budget.
.
Montoya, however, said the IRS has not notified him of any such
audit, as it is suppased to do, and his spokesman said the Senator
therefore assumes no audit is underway even though 1'he does not
fear one."
··
The IRS sources said the audit was ordered this month after a fourmonth treasury department investigation into alJegations that IRS
commissioner Donald Alexander blocked audits of Montoya's tax
· returns for two years.
Montoya, a millionaire and
c h a i r .m a n o f a s e n a t e a p propriations subcommittee that
reviews the IRS budget, has had
no income tax audit since 1950.
Audits are considered normal
procedure for taxpayers of Montoya's wealth.
·Last falJ, it was reported that
Alexander acted at least five
times over two years to delay or
curtail a review of the Seriator;s
ta returns, allegedly because of
his power over the IRS budge~.
The .Justice Department investigation
is
reportedly
reviewing the treasury depart·
ment investigation of these
allegations to see whether
Alexander should be charged
with obstruction of proceedings
before a federal agency. Charges .
are consider~d unlikely,
Sen. Joe Montoya
however.
..
Neither the IRS nor the treasurey department would comment officially on the Montoya audit situation.
It is their standard policy not to comment on audits until the person
being audited releases the information.
Montoya's statement said: "The Internal Revenue Service is supposed to notify anybody whose income tax return is selected for audit.
I have not been notified, therefore, I have no further comment."
Jim Boyer, Montoya's press secretary, said, "The Senator does not
feel he is being audited, but he does not fear one."
In a luncheon speech Wednesday, Montoya said theiRS had placed
his name on a "dangerous tax protester" list in December, 1972, a few
weeks after he announced he would hold oversight hearings on IRS
activities. He said his name went on the Jist because "some IRS officials apparently didn't want their procedures changed or
.
~-x~mined."
..
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Southern Dems Like Message
RALEIGH,
N.C.-Southern
Democrats still like the
''mess~tge" but they no longer
want George C. Wallace to send
it to Washington.
And that equid well moan the
end of the three-term Alabama
,b. governor as
' a power in nationa l
·._;
q politics.
. ·
8
Primary night returns in
·~
Florida and North Carolina
Q)
clearly spelled out the sharply
~ diminished popularity of the
~ three-term governor of Alabama:
Z
Florida-42.6 per cent in 1972,
c-.f 26 per cent in 1976.
~
North Carolina-50.2 per cent
Ol
in 1972, 35 per cent in 1976.
~
The "message" that enthralled
legions of supporters in Wallace's
previous runs at the White
House basically sounded an an·
tiestablishment, anti-Washingto·
n theme.
But Wallace no longer has a

corner on the mess~tge,
There's hardly a candidate-Democrat
or
Republican-who doesn't use the
bureaucracy as a campaign whipping boy although the language
isn't as colorful or the words as
harsh.
Wallace said he feels that the
other Democratic 'candidates
have adopted the issues he
spelled out in his earlier campaigns and cites the shift as a
primary reason for his dramatic
decline.
"It's difficult to compete with
someone who takes the same
positions you do," Wall ace said
after the North Carolina results
confirmed a second loss to Jimmy
Carter in a southern primary.
Wallace was asked why-if all
the Democrats were saying the
same thing-fellow southerner
Carter was winning.

We
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Solzhenitsyn
Criticizes
Western Role
LONDON
(UPV-Exiled
Russian author Alexander
Solzhenitsyn said Wednesday
declining will in the West to face
the Soviet threat "almost robs
mankind of any hope of avoiding
a global catastrophe."
In. a radio interview with the
British Broadcasting Corp., the
1970 Nobel prize winner in
literature said the West
today-like
prerevolutionary
Russi a- was ripe' for the
plucking.
After two years in the west,
Solzhenitsyn said he found it
plunged "into lethargy, into a
kind of mass blindness, a kind.of
voluntary self-deception.
"This is what almost robs
mankind of any hope of avoiding
a global catastrophe," he said.
He said like in Russia before
the 1917 Communist revolution,
these were the things he now ob·
served in the West:
"Adults deferring to the
opinion of their children. The
younger generation carried away
by shallow w 0 rthl ess i'd eas.
Professors scared of being unfashionable. Journalists refusing
to take responsibility for the
words they squander so
profusely. Universal sympathy
for revolutionary extremists.
People with serious objections
unable or unwilling to voice
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WINE & LIQUOR MARTS

ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents

Junior Math Student
Is Top-Ten Contestant

''He's using the same dipper,
but he's got a bigger mouth."
Wall ace w~ts also asked
whether he had tired the voters
by trying for the presidency too
often.

a feeling of doom.

whose defensive reactions
become paralyzed. Spiritual confusion I e ad in g to political
upheaval.''
.
"The greatest danger of all is
that you have lost the will to
defend yourselves," Solzhenitsyn
said. "Britain's position in the
world today is of less significance
than that of Romania or even
Uganda.''

ByJo Lopez
UNM junior mathematics
student Turner Laquer placed in
the top 10 of 2,203 contestants in
the William Lowell Putnam
Mathematimil Competition,
The contest, n'ow in its 36th
year, is administered by the
Mathematical Association of
America and is mailed to students throughout the U.S. and
Canada at their schools where
they took the test in December,
1975.
It is the third year Laquer has
competed in the test and has
placed all three years. As a freshman, he placed 158, as a
sophomore, 63. He was the
highest placer for UNM last
year. Since UNM had three
placers in the contest last year,
the school rated 11 as a team.
There was no team contention
this year, although there were
other UNM competitors in the
contest. Laquer is eligible to com·
pete one more year.
The top 500 individual placers
in the contest have their names
sent to many graduate schools,
and one of the top five students
will receive an award from Har·
vard University,
UNM mathematics Professor
Richard Grassl said the exact
placement of the top 10 competitors is not revealed because
· the results are usually so close it
is sometimes hard to see any real
difference.
The exams for the contest
lasted two to three hours and in·
volved 12 problems which included areas of high school math,
trigonometry, calculus and abstract algebra.
UNM mathematics professor
Abraham Hillman, who is also
'the national director for the contest, said . ab ·ut "half of the
students who take the test get
less than one problem completely
solved, while one-fourth get less
than two problems solved."

By United Press International

McCartney: No Beatie Concert
LONDON-Paul McCartney Wednesday ruled out a reunion of the
Beatles to do a $50 million concert in the United States.
.
Doing it just for the money, he said in Melody Maker Magazme,
"would ruin the whole Be&tle thing for me. The only way the Beatles
could come back together again would be if we wanted to do
something musically.".

Director Cleared of Charges
STOCKHOLM, Sweden-Famed film director Ingmar B!lrgman
Wednesday was cleared of tax fraud charges which had reportedly
sent him to a mental hospital with a nervous breakdown.
Government prosecutor Anders Nordenadler announced at a news
conference "I am not able to find any basis for further investigation
or charges:' against Berman, director of such movies as "The Virgin
,
Spring" and "Wild Strawberries,'
.
.
The original charges, filed by district prosecutor Curt Dre1faldt,
said the film director had defrauded the government of $114,000 on
undeclared income from his Swiss film company Persona, and had not
informed. the Swedish National Bank that he was transferring the
money from Switzerland to Sweden.
He was recently released from the Karolinska Hospital, where he
was treated for a nervous breakdown, and has canceled two film
productions scheduled for the summer.

Ford Urges Flu Vaccination
WASHINGTON-President Ford Wednesday urged mobilization
of the nation's health care system to vaccinate every American this
fall against an expected flu epidemic.
The White House said Ford "believes that it is important to take effective countermeasures to avoid an outbreak similar to the one in
1918.''
A worldwide influenza epidemicin 1918-19 claimed 20 million Jives,
including548,000Americans.
Ford's health advisers urged the extraordinary steps he announced
Wednesday in the belief that a flu virus identified at Ft. Dix., N.J., is
similar to the 1918·19 virus.

J.s·'and
Goes American . . ,,, '
I•
WASHINGTON-Ferdinand Magellan found them 378 years ago.
Spain named them. Germany owned them. Japan invaded them. Wednesday the Pacific Ocean's Marianas Islands found political shelter
with America.
In a White House East Room ceremqny, President Ford signed
what the document writers titled "A Covenant to Establish a Com·
monwealth
of the of
Northern
Mariana Islands in Political Union with
the
United States
America."
It gave the 14,500 islanders commonwealth status, like Puerto Rico.
It.also moved them, by their vote, as Ford'pointed out, closer to self·
government· and nearer to enjoying the full rights of all American
citizens.
Dr. P.Bufor1l Price, U.or Cal., Berkell•y,speaks
on "In 8l'al'ch of the Mttf{n~tic Monopole," Thur·
sday, 7:30 p.m.,Physics Lecture Hall.

The UNM Folksong Club meets Thurs. 1:30 to
10 p.in. jn SUB Rm. 250·8. All welcomcl
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complete film processing services
on all roll film, movies, and slides
Color and Black & White

Gene McCarthy
Join us for Eugene McCarthy,
independent candidate for President,
on "The Challenge of 1976"
March 29th at 8:00pm in Popejoy Han
Admission is $2.50 public, $1.00 students
Tickets on sale March 22 at UNM SUB,
Gold Street Circus and Natural Sound No.2
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all the scholarships to offer.''
Leigh said if the program is
dropped it will be dropped at the
end of the year and the players
will finish out this season. He
also said that players would be
immediately available to play at
other colleges.
Joe Pistono, a senior outfielder, said, "It won't bother me
because it's my last year, but
these freshmen and sophomores
have a lot to worry about."

Medical CoUt.•ge Admissi()nS Test i"> on April24.
deadline for applications is M.1r<'ll 29. Contad
Juan Abeyta, rrn 184. Basi~ Sci. Bldg.• :\f(!d School
orcall277·2728 Jor morr> info.
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Changes in the American presidency are
possibility of the convention deadlocking and tur·
unlikely, even in reaction to the Nixon scandals,
ning to someone in the wings," he said.
<l>
said a UNM political scientist.
Sickels said he believes regional or even nation· ::<1
"There's been a lot of talk in the wake of
wide primaries for p1·esidential candidates should ~
Watergate about remodeling the presidency, cutbe considered. "lf nothing else, reducing the num· ~
Laquer said he felt he had solved ting it down to size, but I think on the whole it
ber of primaries would reduce the time of the cam- §'
more than six problems.
won't happen, because the public is not demanding
paign and the wear and tear on the candidates.
tJ
Laquer, a graduate of Los it," said Dr. Robert Sickels, a specialist in
"It's a shame that to be taken seriously a can- e:.
Alamos High School and a American politics and government who will
diate has to shake thousands of hands. There is .:;r
resident of Espanola, N.M., won become political science department chairman in
some discussion of the issues in the primaries but a t-<
the highest honor for the contest July.
great deal depends on personality."
g.
of any UNM student. Honorable
Sickels, 44, is the author of a book titled
The Democratic and Republican nominating con· o
mentions were received by John "Presidential Transactions." He is now at work on
ventions "allow delegates to take a hard look at the ~
R. Gilbert in 1972 and Robert L. a multi-disciplinary study of public administration. candidates and maybe to eliminate choices based !::
Mercer in 1968. This is the He served with the U.S. Civil Service Commission
on personality,'' Sickels said.
g.
eleventh year UN M u n- and President Kennedy's Commission on
"Those delegates used to be 'professional l\:l
dergraduates have competed in Registration and Voting Participation,
politicians, • but now there are. many more 01
the contest.
Noting the appeal of presidential candidates like
'amateurs.' The pros were very interested in ~
Laquer is attending UNM on a Ronald Reagan and Jimmy Carter, Sickels
picking winners, but I think the amateurs reason · ·c;'l
scholarship awarded for ex- speculated that the nation "may be turning away
less strategically and more ideologically," he said.
cellence in the New Mexico from Washington, looking for new ideas."
Mathematic a 1 Contest for
He also· said he believes non-campaigners like
"We can no longer expect the executive and
students in secondary schools. Hubert Humphrey could win their parties'
legislative brunches to be controlled by the same
He achieved first place on the presidential nomination. "Non-campaigners can
parties. People used to think of government interUNM Freshman Mathematics keep their support in some areas without risking
ms of the President, the head of the majority par~P:_r1:·z:e_:C:o::_.n:.:t::es:_:t:..:i:n~l:_:9.:_74:·~-----t_a_k_in..:.g.:_a__st_a_n_d_o_n_i_ss_u_e_s_._A_n_d_t_h_er_e_i_s_t_h_c_t...:.y_,_le_a_d_in_;g::.__b_ot_h_l_>r_a_n_c_h_es-',_"_h_e_s_a_id_.___ ~--"',~·-~
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Editorial.

Documented and published
teacher evaluations are not flew
to the east coast, but the practice
is new at UNM and it has been
received with indifference,
disr.omfort and genuine enthusiasm.
Mechanical engineering senior
Jim Peoples was appointed chair·
man of the teacher evaluation
committee by ASUNM President
Alan Wilson. "ASUNM allocated.
$3500 for the 1976 academic
year," Peoples said, "and we will
publish a new evaluation every
semester from now on."
The ASUNM evaluation,
Which will also include graduate
and teaching assistants, is not
connected with the teacher
evaluations completed by the
University or its separate departments. Peoples said, "As
students, we feel we are in a bin·
ding contract with our teachers.
We have paid x number of dollars

Case Against
The F~culty
~

Part IV
If any of the myriad groups on campus have a clear interest in the future

Z of this institution, it is the faculty. Yet no other group on campus has
..;;· displayP.d more disinterest in improving UN M than its professors.
a.>
Students (and their causes) come and go, administering a university is
b/)
ro much like administering a department store -only the faculty remains here
A< year after year. Only the faculty can provide the continuous support
needed here on campus and in the legislature.
The faculty's record of leadership in academics and institutional support
has been dismal.
The debate over "devalued diplomas," higher entrance requirements
and improvement of UN M's educational facilities has focused on
deteriorating high-school standards or the irrelevance of ACT scores.
What has not been rammed home is the culpability of the faculty. Blame
the students, blame the statisticians, but don't blame the source of the
problem·- the professors.
While the debate rages, the College of Education continues to grind out
teachers and New Mexico's test scores continue to decline. We suggest
that there may be a correlation.
The faculty today represents a closed society. Deviants from the
academic "norm" are dismissed, often using highly dubious interpretations of the Facuity Handbook. Djuric, Mann and Ehrenberg are all
examples of what happens to professors who rock the boat.
The majority of professors seem unwilling to express opinions, let alone
rock the boat. The much-touted Faculty Senate plan was evolved largely
because "only 80 or 90 faculty appeared to vote" out of the 900 plus
faculty who were eligible to in Faculty meetings.
The result is a system which glorifies the pushy professors who often
have political ambitions, leaving the more rational and constructive voices
in the din.
Faculty have not been receptive to any student input on their committees, and have only grudgingly tolerated the efforts of studeht government to evaluate their purported teaching skills.
Faculty support of UNM in Santa Fe has been low profile, to say the
least. Despite the presence of three professors on the City Council, many
campus-city problems remain unresolved.
There is one main exception to the faculty's listless attitude toward
campus affairs. When UNM's President had the audacity to suggest that
professors forego pay increases, the protests were loud and long.
How unfortunate that this energy could not be directed toward helping
the University, instead of a privileged caste.
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Discrimination
, In The Athletic Dept. Report
Editor:
I wish to criticize the inadequacy
of your article concerning, in part,
the Athletic Council report. True,
there is significant monetary
discrimination of women athletes.
However, when I first notified the
LOBO of this report (which, by the
way, was distributed to all faculty
members .and is available from the
Athletic Council), I had hoped that
the more fundamental
discrimination revealed would be
picked up on, that of the nonathlete. Unfortunately it wasn't, so
I would like to quote some figures
from this report that should give
some idea on how money is spent
for athletics at UNM.
To begin with, 299 athletes
(about 1.5 per cent of t~e student
body) received $512,899 in grants
for the academic year 1974-75. This
includes $22,166 for books and
$40,933 tor training table (meals).
That's $137 apiece for food alone!
The average male athlete received
$1830 in grants, however our football team· got even better treatment: $2197·each for the 108 members. This same team had eight
people with cumulative· GPA's
through Spring 1975 of 3.0-4.0, 62
with GPA's of 2.0-3.0, and 33
below 2.0. For the athletes as a
. whole, 34 had GPA's of 3.0-4.0, 184
were in the range 2.0-3.0, and 61
(20 per cent) were below 2.0. This
persists while· there are insufficient
funds for awarding academic
scholarships (as I was·told last summer) in reasonable quantities.
Other athtetic expenditures:
$332,302 for travel of which
$116,801 was for recruiting and
$7094 for scouting, $44,122 for
movies (presumably. traini~g),
$52,226 for sports mformatlon,
$207,701 for football and basketball.
coaches out of $266,201 for all
coaches. As for revenues: $400,000
from "Required Student Fees,"
$320.000 from "Government AP"

•

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

propriation-State"
(which
originates from taxpayers), and
other incomes which less directly
affect students.
Another fact: of the two socalled revenue producing sports at
UNM, basketball had a net income
of $177,761 while football had a net
deficit of $266,301. All of the other
eight non-revenue sports listed had
combined expenditures of
$344,819.
What it amounts to, is that UNM
is supporting a costly athletic
program (especially football) which

is benefittin~ a select minority of
students. Many of these have less
than C averages yet often were actively recruited to come here and
substantially paid when they did
(partly from mandatory fees paid
by the rest of the students,
frequently unwillingly). I am not
against athletics. I am just in favor
of equality, especially monetary
equality: more money for those
who came for an academic
education and less for those who
came mainly for the sports (and the
money, of course). M'IC hae 1West-er

Response To Clarification
Editor:
Hold on, fellows I Let's not ad
hominem on us here. It's not the
point whether it "follows" that
some person has no consciousness
(?) to start with, or if anyone has
"evidently deprived" himself of
common sense.
It is amusing to see the Arab
Student Club follow the same
rhetorical annihilation of the truth
as did Rahman.
Maybe I came to the lecture
without a "consciousness," but
through any coherence I might
have had left, I simply cannot recall
the shouting of obscenities on the
part of the victim (in fact, there was
none). However, because he did
provoke the indignant temper of
the audience, compelling them to
unleash such patriotic violence, it is
now secondary to argue who instigated the attack, or how much

damage was done to someone's
person. The point is, rather, why.
this man was attacked and why the
controversy surrounding this incident.
The Arab Student C I u b' s
"clarification" of the accounts of
this event seems to· have missed
these points. Therefore, some
suggestions are offered: This man
was attacked because of the absence of articulation from the
audience which gave rise to an
angry and frustrated crowd, who
could apparently find no other expression than a violent tantrum.
Secondly, this incident has been a
predominate issue becaus~ of the
striking and timely coincidence between Rahman's advocation of
terrorism and the violence which
followed. This is why such a "minor
act" has dominated the coverage.
· Rick Smith.

Copy Editor
Susan Walton Joseph Donnelly

pose; his capacity to create enthusiasm; his ability to sense
student needs; his capacity for
preparing examinations and
finally the overall evaluation.
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things never ch~mgc.
First hinted at in 1919 with a
patent for "a tool
with which to open milk IW,~is£....
and fruit cans:· the sleek
steel line of the classic
beer hook had to await
the invention of the beer
can by American Cnn in
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Sports Editor
Harold Smith
Business Manager.
Harry Chapman

will cover archaeological repor·
ting and professional standards,
private archaeological con-

9'

other artists

:V

Arts & Media
Terry England

sultmg, pnvate enterprise and
cultural resource management,·
compliance.with impact
statement requirements, the administration of contract ar·
chaeology operations and other
related topics.

When employee Dewey
Sampson wns detailed to invcnr
this penultimately fLmctkmal tool. he
succeed eel in uniting 70 years of thirsty
throats with the contents of millions of cans
ofOly.
It took skill nnd ingenuity and the result
just can't be improved upon. The same goes for Oly.
Some things never change. A great beer doesn't change.
Olympia never wilL

course or the instructor for
another class; a teacher's
methods of involving students in
the class; his ability to communicate course content and pur-

Oo.rninntr•t1

Letters to the Editor , ..
Letters to the editor should be no longer thall 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
.
· t·
N - 'II - t b
· hh ·] If
pub!Jc~ wn. ames ~1 no
e 1t e d upon request. ·_ a
letter IS fr~m a_ group, _please mclude a name, _tel.ephone
number and address of a group member. The letter wlil can·y
that name, plus the name of.that group.

News Editor
John Rucker

Park Service and Eastern New
Mexico University at Portales.
Talks and panel discussions

1935.

and have agreed to fulfill our
responsibilities as students at
UNM. All we are asking is that
educators meet their responsibilities.
·
The tabulated results will be
"Education is very expensive published May 7 in time for sumand lilte any consumer, we want mer school and the fall semester.
the best for our money,'' he said. · The booklet will cost under $1
"Students should be given as and will also include the career
much information as possible profiles of those teachers who
regarding teachers to help in volunteered for the evaluation.
their selection of courses. You UNM teachers who didn't volunwouldn't buy a car without teer will be listed in a section of
~nowing certain things about it the publication along with their
so why should you be expected reasons for not participating.
not to want .similar information
regarding a professor."
The 'evaluation is strictly
voluntary. UNM educators are
asked to participate and if they
agree, they are allowed to choose
or suggest student vol~nteers
from each of their classes. The
students then fill out forms
which are sent to the data
processing center on campus.
The areas of evaluation are
broken into 11 categories. They
include the teacher's mastery of
his subject matter; development
of general skills like com·
munication and problem solving;
personal development; course
description including its level of
difficulty and the amount of work
involved; a student's self-rating
including his desire to take the
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of the author and do not necessnrlfy
tefracr the views ot the staff.
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Archaeologists, state and
federa_l offic-ials and industrial
leaders from throughout the
Southwest will converge on
UNM March 25·26 for the third
Southwestern Cultural Resource
Management Seminar.
All sessions will be held in the
Student Union Building.
Meeting sponsors inelude the
Museum of Northern Arizona,
Museum of New Mexico, UNM,
the Southwest Region and the
Chaco Center of the National

~ 2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE (505)266"3211

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candeleria
PHONE 344·5002
J

Lookprett~
You can depend upon TSO to fill your doctor's prescription for
glasses and contact lenses to exact specifications.
TSO will comfortably and fashionably fit your glasses. Also TSO
provides adjustments, repairs and replacement of lenses and frames.
Convenient credit is available and TSO honors BankAmericard
and Master Charge cards if preferred.
_
You'll like what you see at TSO because at TSO we care how you
look at life.

TEXAs STATE OPTICAL
4300 Central Avenue, SE.

4410-A Central Avenue, S.W.
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Goodman, Kahne, Ash, Slade~
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Volume III, 1936".
Benny Goodman
RCA/Bluebird/AXM 2-5532
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Review by Thomas Lindsey
The best of the Big Band cuts
here have a solid rhythmic pulse
(Jess Stacey, piano; Allan Reuss;
Harry Goodman, guitar and bass;
Gene Krupa, drums) and often
good, sometimes fabulous solo
work.
"Jam Session" and two ver·
sions of "Bugle Call Rag" are not
only excellent examples but
· probably among the best of Goodman's jazz accomplishments in
big band format. Jimmy Mundy
arranged these and most of the
other (very) worthwhile swing
tunes offered here, although
Fletcher Henderson arranged
some of the better ones ("St.
Louis Blues," his own "Down
South Camp Meeting" and
"Alexander's Ragtime Band"
among them).
Goodman, while almost always
a superb soloist, seems to have
been spiritually/musically urged
to a greater (perhaps more

SKI TOURING

..~.

..i(lt

natural) sense of Jazz feeling
when playing in trio and quartet
settings
wit~
black
m usicians~Teddy Wilson on
piano and Lionel Hampton on
vibes (the classic period with
Charlie Christian on· guitar was
to come later on!). With Krupa on
drums the trio and quartet
present jazz humor along with
solos of an abundantly creative
nature; melodically on
"Moonglow" and "Melancholy
Baby" or fully raging with "hot"
· ja<~Z joy as on "Tiger Rag" or
"Dinah." Hampton sings on his
own "Vibraphone Blues" and
"Exactly Like You."
'fhe quartet offers another topnotch cut, Benny's and Chick
Webb's "Stompin' At The
Savoy"; in addition to the tune,
one of Benny's "themes," he also
briefly borrowed Webb's lead
singer, Ella Fit<~gerald. She sings
three tunes here with soul and
youthful zest (marred only by the
maudlin material); tied up in
litigation for years, this may be .
the first release of Ella with Benny. Benny's "touring" vocalist,
Helen

SNOWSHOEING
EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING

SALES - RENTALS - CLINICS - GUIDE SERVICE

256-9190
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If
Greek Week Is -Coming

Get Your Greek
Banquet Tickets Now!

-

Monday, March 29 Is The Last Day!
Available Through Your Chapter President
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Lobo
Review
of
Records

tunes which, as the disc's ·
weakest, showcase a proficient
but fairly vapid emollience in ter·
ms of both the songs and the jazz
value of their presentation.
Ward, even with her fine voice
(she does good on Johnny Mercer's "Peter Piper"), couldn't
seem to transcend her material
(as Billie Holiday and Ella did);
Goodman himself sings (not impressively!) on "Tain't No Use"
which cooks musically.
This disc is highly valuable on
the graces of the trio/quartet
cuts alone; the Mundy and Henderson swing bombshells clinch year Ted Turner, brother of bass with England's top fifty, but
it. Played discriminately it offers guitarist Martin, left the group have failed to find a vacancy in
taking his guitars elsewhere. The America's Hot 100. If you've seen
a lot.
group was pressed for a a leprechaun, a bumblebee, and a
replacement and found Laurie bass guitarist with ten foot
Wisefield of the group Home to shoes, you'll know that Slade
amply fill the vacancy.
gets top billing due to the ex·
In their past albums the long travaganza in their shows.
songs have been the successful
The title tune is evidential of
triumphs such as "Phoenix," their earlier single attempts. It
"There's A Secret Goin' On"
"Time Was," "The King Will sounds like their others but as
Voudouris & Kuhne
Come," and "Handy." The pat- long as it's by Slade it's got to be
Capitol/ST-11452
tern of success is true to form on- jolly good. However, "Let's Call
* * *
ce
again. "Rest In Peace" is the It Quits" is a black mark for the
Review by George Gesner
longest
piece on the album and is group. It shows poor judgment in
There was Simon & Garfunkel,
a
!ready
gaining air-wave the writing of this piece, It's a
Loggins & Messina, Seals & Crofpopularity.
It's an uptempo piece direct copy in most respects of
ts, and Captain & Tenille. Now ii
is Voudouris & Kahne, Roger sounding like the old Wishbone "Brickyard Blues."
"In For A Penny" is a delicate
Voudouris teases the guitars Ash (W. Ash). Andy Powell
while David Kahne plays with steals the spotlight playing the rocker of early British influence.
keyboards. This duet has come mouth guitar (bag) with technical There's good lead guitar
throughout the piece and should
up with a vocal oriented album, expertise.
"No
Water
in
the
Well"
be earmarked for extended
backed up with tasty keyboards
features
guest
Pete
Wood
and
listening.
"L.A. Jinx" is the pick
and acoustic guitar.
"Lying To Me You" is writer Wisefield. Wood executes of the album showing some semreminiscent of Todd Rundgren. the electric piano while Wisefield blance of what Slade is capable
The music is good, but the lyrics renders slide guitar. W. Ash may of, talentwise.
"Did Ya Mama Ever Tell Ya"
are as strange or intangible as have lost some of its energy
when
Turner
left,
but
his
talent
checks
in as a funky nursery
the title. Kahne plays celeste on
is not missed with the new man rhyme with constant slide guitar
"Good Friend of Mine'" giving it Wisefield.
and good backing harmonies.
a calypso flavor. "Sidney" should
The
album
bids
farewell
with
"Scratch My Back" is a dynamic
be a treat for Phoebe Snow fans,
since the music and vocals are in- "Say Goodbye," a piece that cen- pulsator that will have you
tralizes on harmony. Other cuts vibrating like a portable
dicative of her style.
Other songs worth listening to worthy of interest· are "Moon- massage. ·Slade will be ap·
are "Run Eddie Run," "I Only shine" and "It Started In preciating continued success, but
Wanted to Know Your Name," Heaven." W. Ash is versatile and they'll have to check out with a C
and "Rock Me Baby." Voudouris loaded with talent. Their albums plus.
& Kahne have come up with en- are good investments and that injoyable music for softer tastes. cludes their mild successes. Rate
it B.
"We Come to Play"
Rate it B minus.
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"Nobody 's Foobl"
Slade
Warner Bros/BS 2936
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Review by George Gesner
Review by George Gesner'
A group that has constantly
The British metal boys are
been a sign of professionalism in back to conquer your soul with
the rock world the past six years roc~ and roll. Slade seems . to
has been Wishbone Ash. Last · hav~ a permanent reservatwn
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Suede Converse Closeout
Reg. 818.00

NOW 813.00
Sale Good March 25,26 and 27th
Available in red, Green and Blue.
We also have Converse All~Stars
in highs & lows and in all colors - 811.88
(Please Bring Coupon)

1602 Central S.E.
(2 Blocks West of UNm)
7202 ffienoul N.E.

The
302 CentralS. W.
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Tequila & 7 Gai'ns 1-M Title in Shoot Out
By Mark Seifert
The great shooting of Joe
Cabarrus who scored 33 points
and overall team play enabled
Tequila & 7 to beat 'Perpetual
Motion, 71-61, last night at Johnson Gym for the "A" league
men's intramural basketball
championship .
Cabarrus, a law student, said,
"Our team play and PM's
inability to get the ball inside to
their big men in the second half
was the difference in the game,"
T & 7 Coach Jim "Red" Hut·
chins, also a grad student, said,
''In the second half it was close
and we went to a man·to-man and
kept our cool coming down the
stretch. That won it for us."
David "The Intimidator"
Toliver, a junior, was dominant
on the boards for Perpetual
Motion. Toliver also led the
losers with 16 points. Backing
him up with 12 points was
Leonard Wates who made his first four shots and then was shut
out most of the rest of the game.
Coach Nick: Carter of Perpetual Motion said, "The layoff
because of the spring break and

.
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the failure to work it to the big clogged up the middle. He swatmen was our problem."
ted away seven shots and in·
There were a lot of good timidated the befuddled Nurds.
players in the game and there
The game was rugged and
was even a small crowd to root violent as evidenced by four of
the players on but in the end the Nurds fouling out ..
quickness beatheight.
Dennis Sanchez, high scorer all
The balanced scoring of the
Burn Squad paved the way for an season for the Nurds, had a cold
easy victory, 61-44, over the Nur- shooting night as he scored only
ds in the "B" League men's in· 12 points. Neil Hurley helped out
tramural basketball cham· with 12 but the Nurds were not
pionship.
big enough to play with the Burn
Riek Hildebrandt, Neal Squad.
Schawel and Dave Montlick combined for 48 points. Individually
If the ''B" League champions
Hildebrandt had 19, Schawel 15
and Montlick 14. The Nurds would like to play the "A"
couldn't penetrate under the League champions Fred Perez
Burn Squad's basket as Dave from the intramural department
''Flyswatter"
Hildebrandt said it could be arranged.

Rams Slip Away in Ninth

Capitol/ST-11459
Review by G. Gesner
The group is billed as solid
rock and roll. That can describe a
lot of groups currently in the
music market. The bands must
climb above the mediocrity in order to survive. Bux does not.
The band from Connecticut
focuses on the songwriters Ralph
Morman (vocals) and James
Newlon (rhythm guitar). They
are the only ones to remain after
the album was completed. They
have since replaced the three ex·
Bux men with some versatile
musicians who may improve the
band.
With a mediocre album there's
always room to improve, which
Bux must do to gain any respectability in the business. They
came to play, but they must go to
work. Rate this album C.
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CSU's Alan Yamashiro (no.10) dives head first back to first
base as Lobo Jon Toledo {no. 19) grabs the pitcher's throw.

By Tim Gallagher
Lobo Field .was invaded by a
group of foreigners from
Colorado State yesterday. The
foreigners won 9-5 over the UNM
baseball team.
The CSU Rams, led by a group
with nationalities as varied as
one might find in the United
Nations, capitalized on some
Lobo errors in the early goings
and then pulled away from UNM
in the ninth with a three-run
rally.
The Rams' first three batters
were of Hawaiian descent, the
catcher was Dutch and the relief
pitcher was Polish.
Lobo starter Pat Beilsmith,
who was not nearly as sharp as
he had been in previous outings,
allowed five runs in only 3 and
2/3 innings. He was not helped
by errors from New Mexico third
baseman Clark Langson and
shortstop Bob Bartell.
Beilsmith was relieved by
David Ruybalid who pitched well
until the ninth. Rob Hoover
relieved him with two on and got
one out, but then yielded a triple
to Mike Brown that cemented the
Ram win. Brown's triple was a
high loft that parachuted in between the Lobo outfielders.
The Lobos had trailed in the
game 5-2 and rallied for two runs
in the sixth and had a chance for
more, but Jon Toledo rapped into
a double play snuffing t.he rally.

Art DeLaO (no.4) speeds to third base and the eager arms of
Ram Steve Rydell (no.21}.
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(Indian Schoor & Girard l

Fine. Furniture
Collectibles
3500 Central S.E.
Albuq, New Mexico, 87106
(505) 266-8414

T & 7's Mike Bachicha, the hustling, little man on the
court, puts up a shot over PM's Nick Carter.
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Bean Bag Village
Quality Bean Bag Furniture
Couches
Lounges
Love Seats
Oiscs · Chairs
Refills
Naugahyde & Fabrics

1 year Guarantee
10% off UJith this ad

. .. .

7401 Menaul Blvd. NE 299-1295

Absentee ballots for the Spring
General Election are now available
through Wednesday, April 7
in the Student Government
Offices, Room 242, SUB.
JESUS WHO?

MARCH 25

The earliest account of the life of Jesus, the Gospel
of Mark, begins. with his baptism; Matthew and
Luke begin with his mother's pregnancy. The
Gospel of John, completed about a century after
his birth, traces his history from before the creation of the
universe!
"In the beginning was the Word ... and the word became flesh
and dwelt among us ... " (John 1:1 & 14)
Caution Believers; Jesus was most obviously a human being.
Caution Nonbelievers: It is easier to dismiss the reverence
for Jesus that continued to develop after his death than to
understand it.
Roland M.:Oregor1 campus minlster
United Minlsterlefi Center
1801 Las Loma•, N.E. ·I'~ one: 247.U497
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only $5n wcck_!.lQ_IJ_!'an learn how to do it. 3/26
REGISTER 1'EXANS, not guns! Support the An·
ti·Tcxas Defamation League. 3/24
•
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FORREN'f

no()MMA~';"Jli' WAN1;>EPI M~;;; fe;;al;:i.~;t;;;;;
house, $80/mo., starting Aprill.l l/2 miles from
campus, 268·8304, 3/26

5.

FORSALE

1014 J4~65.imo MAN~i1!;,i~~-g~ 1;;;th ~ ;~~~~~~~ t
cohdition, loLs of spr1ce, lots of Ql(Lras, ncar UNM
and 'I' V I. rtcfinnnce, ni.!Cd to sell quickly, 812· ·
0373. 3/26

· IN!'f.JnlcAN./iN;rf.iRN'X;iloN'A'L ¥6urir ~~-~~i;J
;r·A.--~oA~SANsutM~i~)3o(ii1AM/I~r..i· st~;l~o
rccoiver & 2 MC 1000 Sflllakcrs & turntable. All
for $'200, 'rom 345·7132. · 3/31

stN it£it "JVi-KmnN r~.--i.,~rl'·l~iny~ war:

~N;;t

claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, ?.ig:l.lllf, etc. l)ny
$26.00 and tnkt• ma(!hino. 3105 G1~ntral m~. 256·
3506. :J/29

riic¥m,F.sALE;~F-;~~~h~ aii;;~- rr~m ncn~~ult,
$130 list only $115 from H.C. Hnllotl's, 843·
9378. tfn
•

nEiconi)ff'Tiiriv!i,iAaE'aiir~EN·,..2227··r,~;;d
SE 1:00·6:00 pm, J,end & Yale. Spcclltli1.e in 60's
rot•k & roll. 3/31
n·.-,

-·"-~-~-=-~-----,;---~~_.__.,.,....,-,,-~-

.. -.--~'""---""'--..'="-..0·--<-<

~--~---.

H!Gll AM'l'l'UDE Wil,SON 'rllnnls bulls $2.69 n
can, at Tlw Ilikc Shop, 842·9100. 3/25
pattern $100,881-7635. 3/26
ro·r;i;·iFns.wiliEi:soiNA.cK ·aolli;~·-F' ~'l~;;
sales seconds a vailablc, 292·3546, Hurry! 3/30

..

--~~----·--·~·~,~~_,..~.o_,_._
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__ ,. . .,._.,.

~~~-..,-~_,...,...._

1972 DA1'SUN 510, 4 door, automatic, f;tclory air,
below retail, $1650 nl!gotinblc funds, 883·0992 af·
ter 6:00p.m. 3/26

ACCO iiS1·1 c30 l.''iio~~;;un;;.s. n~~:· ne;Li>ffcr.
298·9858, 266·8874.

3/26

J9o8' RAMDL~TI{-:id~~·;,-~r;.~~;;-~riiti;rti~:-$aao,
. 3~5·7508.

p
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3. SERVICES
-
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Pass 11old - Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
NE. 3/31

F'OUNO; 'l'obucto pouch nN\r entruncn Marron
Hull. Claim Hrn '131 Mnrron Hull. 3/31

~..

~-o-,·~-'"""'""'""~·-..,..~~

from campus, 1·bcdrC1om $175 per month. 266·
1997. 3/21i

long
'!.?.~~~s~~.s. ~~~l!~~ .1 1·~.9~~.·~.:.. a! a... ~~- ... ~·· ·-·-·
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PREGN.I\NTANDNEmn HELP'/You hnvcfrlcm·
ds who cnr(• 11L lllrLhrighL. 247·9819. Lfn

00
I'd
~

~-""',_

theses,
papers. Village Apartments 3320 Wyoming NE
Ap~. 201, 296·4256. 3/29

AI;An-i;MENT~ron r\iN'i;·.·~-tiu-ii~;·r;.w-.- tbi;c~k

PERSONALS

,.-,,--,..._.--~~-..--~=~--_,-·

~ :fL_:I[~~'. §'€ ~~Jle':~]-

3/30

ct:isToM~ nuir)rll'E'A'tl'rY 41;r;rJ~~:t~i"&~i;;.th
house, 1017 Girard NE. Fred Torres Healtor. Ask
for 1'ony 265·9333, evenings 242·2279. 4/2
:rii<'tiM.An·!i;fiM·r AxTi35m~-:-r:i:rn~~;cnsc, $170 vnlue, now $75. l'erfect condition. Call
242·2107. 3/26

;it.;;

--=---~---.-~~-c-'---~z------~-·--~---"~

1973 HONDA Z 50, excellent condition, 299·236fi,
277-4721 Ada. 3/26
1976 WIIITE ZIG ZAG Deluxe close out. But·
tonholc$, blindhcms, monograms without aUch.
$40 or 10 payments $4.25. 3105 Central NE, 262·
0637. 3/29
S'fEREO AND SPEAKERS-Nikko STAl403,0
Mulliplcx receiver- FET/I.C, 2 chnnncl/4 channel
with adaptor. Two Elcctro·Voice l6A 12" 3·WilY
system, walnut finish spcnkers. Great sound! Call
266<3833. 3/29
MGA 12" D&W Portable TV solid state VIIF &
UHF' with antennus. Fine tuning, Excellent. eon•
dition. Cull266·3833. 3/29

<----

BANKJWPT Stereo slack just bought out
Arizona denier. Save Up to 50 per cent off some
Sansul Ynmnha amps, reel to reel, 8·lrack, Cll's,
consoles, television, comp.,ncnts, etc. 3105 Central
NE. 3/29

Policy fql;' Lip Service-Notices run .the day
before and the day of the !!vent, space available.
Notice~ are not accepted by pho11e, Organizations
may pick up form~ tq mail to th!! LOBO, rm 138,
Marron llall. Deadline for notices is 4:30 p.m. the
day before publication, The. LOBO reserves the
right to edit. notice£~ and delete those considered
inappropriate for this CiliUm!!,
CIH~WS meets ttlday, 4 p.m., rm 108, Sociology.
Food Day activities will be discussed. All new and
pa!it Cllr·m•s membnrs cncoumged to attend.

Meeting a11d planning for April dunce al lho
UNM Ballroom Dance Club, Friday, 7 p.m. rm lOl,
Carlisle Gym.
Chris Belcher, a philo~oph.v gr~d student,
n paper: "De Sadc's Ethl<$," Friday,
Philo, Lounge, 535llum .. nil nrc welcome, coffee 3
p.m., disl•ussion 3:30p.m.
prcs~nls

liNM Simulations Asso1•. meets Sunday, JO n.rn.
to 7 p.m., rm 110, t.aw School, All intcrcstnd
wnrgamers invilMI to attend.
Child abuse talk by Mnurcen Nash, 11t the
Spring lnvitational Tea and orientation of the
Alpha Mu Chapt1•r of .Pi !.amda 'rheta, March 28,
2:80p.m., hospitality room, American Savings and
Loan Bldg., 2901 Juan TaboNE.
Attention Uealth Science students! Please help
save nlife today by donating a pint of blood. The
Bloodmobile will be at BCMC second floor lab
Thursday, 11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Wagonwhccls Square Dunce Club mcnts every
Thursdny, 7 p.m. in Johnson Gym Rm. 176. Partners arc not required,
STUDEN'l'S! PAn'rTIME WORK! $400 monthly.
Summc•r work also, <'all 268·3163 hcfore
2:00. 3/25 .

Physics Professor Talks
On Magnetic Monopole
Dr. P. Buford Price, physics
professor from the University of
.California at Berkeley, will
present a public talk, ''In Search
of the Magnetic Monopole,"
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
Physics Lecture Hall at UNM.
During his talk, Price will
describe an inside view of a still
unresolved scientific controversy
regarding the possible discovery

of a basic unit of magnetism, that
is, a magnetic particle with only
one pole. The story is a scientific
"whodunit" with the last page
still not written.
The talk is part of a
Distinguished Lecture Series on
Science and Technology, jointly
sponsored by UNM and Sandia
Laboratories.
No admission will be'charged.
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iiuM~M-ER HI~i:r;c.:~;o~nd;Club s~~;ckBar, 2];.:
old~r.

6791.

Available May 29-Scpt.6. l~oster 26fi·
3/30

PAR'l' 'riM-EF;y:cook nndc;u-;ter ~~~;:M-;;~
a vniluble evening and weekend. Aflproximntely 25
hours per week. Apply in person University Dairy
Queen, 2300 Central SE. 3/30

.NOON .EMPI,OYMENT,

pa~t·ti~-;;;-·M;;;.day·

l~riday 11:00·2:00. Apply in person Frontier
HestauranL, 2.400 Central SE. 3/26

..
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1'R~VEL
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VISIT HUSSIA. June 8-July 7. Total cost
$1400- from Denver. Deadline for reservations is
approaching. Contact G. Hnrutunian at 351·A Or·
tega Hall, 277-2434, home 298·2229. 3/29

8.

11"1$!

A TOPAR FILMS, INC,/SFD RELEASE .A CALLIE· lEVY ALM

l!r:~~
Today at 1:10, 2:50, 4:30
6:10, 7:50 and 9:30
Adults $1.75 until2pm
Monday - Saturday

•

AJ. f.~!~an

'.Mateo N E 981·1080

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR CREATIVE HANDMADE clothing & crafts:
Ua11d Stitch Co·op. 2000 Central SE, 247-4498, 10·
6Mon·Sat.,New members welcome. 3/26

Thursday

reqUJrod

BQQ.. ··

.. . tolltt~.~:

·· ·

..·325·4867

~· UncTnwel

qhartets, .

6.

EMPLOYMENT

MUSIC STUDENTS TC> Teacl1-Danjo, ad\;anc~d
~~ll~r~_P~~~~~~!· Call2948395: ~~~~~ ~·

AFTER GRADUATION
PEACE CORPS * VISTA
OFFER YOU AN ALTERNATE ROUTE
WE HAVE CHALLENGING .AND
CREATIVE VOLUNTEER
ASSIGNMENTS OVERSEAS AND
THROUGHOUT THE U.S.

"Badlands"
Director~Terrence

Malick

Friday
''Juliet of
The Spirits"
Fellini

Saturday
7 & 9 & 11

"BAN AN AS"

SIGN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW AND
OBTAIN AN INTERVIEW PACKET
LAW SCHOOL PLACEMENT,
1117 STANFORD N.E.J ROOM 105
CAREER SERVICE CENTER,
MESA VISTA HALL, ROOM 2130

ON CAMPUS APRIL 2-8

IF IT'S A REALISTIC CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
WITH INITIAL RESPONSIBLE ASSIGNMENTS, YOU'VE
FOUND IT!

~-GS FOR ENGINEERS

iJv

SHIP STRUCTURAL DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD E:LECTRONICS
SYSTEMS DESIGN & EVALUATION • SHIPBOARD
MISSILE SYSTEMS EVALUATION • SHIP PROPULSION &
PIPING SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD Vt:NTILATION
& AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS DESIGN • PRODUCTION
& FACILITIES ENGIN~\'.:6_
.

·w""(, EXCELLENT

FEDERAL
SERVICE BENEFITS

Our brochures are now available in the Placement Office.
Sign up for an on·campus interview with our professional

employment representative today!.

SUB Theatre
7 & 9p.m.- $1.00

